
A better view on life -Part 1

-“A change in the situation of mankind is only possible when man understands his 
biology and thus himself.”( Ivan Illich )

-“ The atom theory does not allow us to imagine,
We have a mental break that is a severe slash-back for our civilisation causing wars , 
believing in the bad , having problems seeing   god/  the ‘field .”

-“inside the cellular theory  you cannot even accept healing phases, you cannot see 
it. You cannot see that you are a field .”

The knowledge and aspiration of the culture of our time is creating a  spiritual and 
physical wasteland 
“-We have dedicated ourselves to this positivism , materialism, reductionism and we 
explain it as the only healing . The science ‘says ‘ that only more research can cure 
what the science has already produced ie. all the pollution , pesticides etc.( Erwin 
Chargaff)

-In an over- industrialised and technology driven civilisation people need to rediscover their 
humanity and the ‘ lost art of living’.

-“The new medicine / Universal Biology will be a stepping stone for a new level of 
spiritual development. It is an opportunity. 
Not everyone is ready for it.”

⸻⸻⸺-



Warnings- Visionaries and predictions

Eugen Rostenstock-Huessy 

“Eugen Rostenstock-Huessy write in 1956 when he analysed that and why the 
infection and cancer theories are wrong, but "masses of pseudo-research" are 
carried out to save face?

"The free growth point in the scientific world age lies in a new pair of tensions, namely 
between research and knowledge. This pair of struggles is still largely unexplored. 
We scholars all disguise ourselves as researchers, just as the old clergy posed as 
saints, in order in this way to stall the rupture into here clergy, here people... 
Scholars are just capable and quite incapable of loving the overthrow of their virtue. 
They are scientific officials, and they are always opposed to the amateur. 
But since, of course, research belongs to science officially, just as the Holy Spirit 
belongs to the Church, there is masses of pseudo-research which competes with 
the progress of free research; and the former alone is conscientiously supported 
by the official bodies and foundations, for this alone seems worthy of support to the 
professional officials of science. Such bogus research acts according to the principle: 
Wash my fur, but don't get me wet! It researches cancer according to the outdated 
ideas of Louis Pasteur, as if it were rabies.”

Source: https://telegra.ph/Gefährliche-Behauptungen---Übertriebene-Gefährlichkeit-der-

Corona-Impfungen-06-02

deepL translate 

Erwin Chargaff- interview 1989

https://media2-production.mightynetworks.com/asset/40288347/Erwin_Chargaff-_interview_1989.pdf?

_gl=1*etuc5a*_ga*MTIzMTkzOTQ4OC4xNjI1NzM1OTcw*_ga_T49FMYQ9FZ*MTY1NDE2MDUzNi45ODcuMS4xNjU0M

TYwNTc4LjA.

 "I don't believe in the sole saving power of the natural sciences."



“It is not everything there is to know . Our western culture has cornered itself and we 
cannot get out .”

“ We are living in times of professionalism , it causes people not to be able to 
communicate as they talk about different specialists with their own jargon, shortcuts.

“ Book- “The fight with the specialist “ -the realisation that from specialist to a 
specialist -idiot is a small leap, and that it happens often.
But In Natural Science , the professional idiot is more dangerous than in literature.”

“We are in a ‘dead end street’ through which we view and try to explain the world. 
There are thousands of possibilities . The human history is full of wisdom, be it the 
Indians, Chinese, Persian, greeks. 
They all lived the way they could , sometimes better , sometimes worst, he thinks 
‘happier’ , a stupid world to use , than we are now.”

“-We have dedicated ourselves to this positivism , materialism, reductionism and we 
explain it as the only healing . The science ‘says ‘ that only more research can cure 
what the science has already produced ie. all the pollution , pesticides etc.
- He even stared thinking that praying for health would be more useful, costs much 
less and consumes less inner energy.
He does not believe that the sole saving power of natural science as the only answer. 
The western world is making a huge mistake by forcing it.”

Erwin Chargaff  Quotes

“Now one could say, at the risk of some superficiality, that there exist principally two types of 
scientists. The ones, and they are rare, wish to understand the world, to know nature; the 
others, far more frequent, wish to explain it. The first are searching for truth, often with 
knowledge that they will not attain it; the second strive for plausibility, for the achievement of 
an intellectually consistent, and hence successful, view of the world.“ —  Erwin Chargaff 

„ We do not know what life is, and yet we manipulate it as if it were an inorganic salt 
solution…“  —  Erwin Chargaff



„What I see coming is a gigantic slaughterhouse, a molecular Auschwitz, in which valuable 
enzymes, hormones, and so on will be extracted instead of gold teeth.“ —  Erwin Chargaff

„Outside his own ever-narrowing field of specialization, a scientist is a layman. What 
members of an academy of science have in common is a certain form of semiparasitic living.“  
—  Erwin Chargaff

„Visionaries of uncomfortable truths are mostly dismissed as fools.“  —  Erwin Chargaff

“Ivan Illich
( https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Illich)

"His 1975 book Medical Nemesis, importing to the sociology of medicine the concept of 
medical harm, argues that industrialised society widely impairs quality of life by 

overmedicalising life, 
pathologizing normal conditions,
 creating false dependency, and 
limiting other more healthful solutions."

"Health, argues Illich, is the capacity to cope with the human reality of death, 
pain, and sickness. Technology can benefit many; yet, modern mass medicine 
has gone too far, launching into a godlike battle to eradicate death, pain, and 
sickness. In doing so, it turns people into risk-averse consuming objects, 
turning healing into mere science, turning medical healers into mere drug-
surgical technicians." 

Ivan Illich- Natural Health Perpective 
(http://naturalhealthperspective.com/tutorials/ivan-illich.html)

“Looking at his mission, Illich considers
 "self-reliance, autonomy, and dignity for all, particularly the weaker"[5] 
 to be the highest good. 

Illich advocates,  "individual freedom [is] realized in personal independence."[5] 



He laments industrialized societies where ever-increasing 
production,consumption and profit are used to measure the quality of 
human life. 

In all of his books, Illich calls for people to rediscover the lost art of living.

His universal theme is 
the "counter productivity of over industrialized civilization."[5] 

To Illich, in order for man to live creatively, 
man must reassert his autonomy and 
take control of his environment. 

From his point of view, society created the institutions in order to serve the 
society. But, according to Illich, these institutions have all become 
counterproductive to their original intent because they now exist to 
benefit themselves rather than the betterment of society. 
Health care is merely one of many institutions that Illich has written about.

“He proposed that modern medicine had become detrimental to society, by 

amongst other things, "launching ... an inhuman attempt to defeat death, pain and 

sickness".[5] 

By doing so, he argued, medicine had deprived individuals and societies of their 

ability to cope with sickness and death.”

“According to Illich, "iatrogenesis cannot be understood unless it is seen as the 
specifically medical manifestation of specific counterproductivitiy."

 Illich sees three levels of iatrogenesis. 

Clinical iatrogenesis is the injury done to patients by ineffective, toxic, and unsafe 
treatments. 
Social iatrogenesis results from the medicalisation of life. 
Cultural iatrogenesis is the destruction of traditional ways of dealing with and 
making sense of death, pain, and sickness.



Evidence-based medicine is described in these pages 20 years before the term was 
coined. 

The explosion in ever escalating health care costs is both predicted and explained.
Popular opinion wrongly credits medical science with the control of disease, when 
in fact the general decrease in morbidity and mortality are in fact the result of 
better standards of living. 
Further he claims, along with Weil, that awe-inspiring medical technology has 
combined with egalitarian rhetoric to create the impression that contemporary 
medicine is highly effective." 

Ivan Illich predicted :

1. a medicine that is not strictly separated from economic and other interests 
becomes detached from reality, is directed against human beings, becomes 
increasingly lethal and leads to social collapse. 

2. a change in the situation of mankind is only possible when man understands 
his biology and thus himself.

⸻⸺

A better understanding of biology

“-Biological life is about maintaining and increasing the flow of energy. All biological 
structures, perception and behaviour serve this goal.

-The basis of medicine is biology
-The basis of biology is a viscous substance and its properties, which comes from 
water and is quite different from liquid water.

-The properties of the building substance of life show that symbiosis, autocatalysis 
of substances and self-organisation are the foundation of life and health and not 
the theo-based hypotheses of neo-Darwinism of struggle, selection, degeneration, 
malignancy.” **



⸻—

A better view on life 

“-Life is always going to be a secret. if you  stay decent and ask the right questions 
you are going to get answers. 

-Always keep in mind - a  principle  taught in Chinese medicine and  philosophy  that 
our models and explanation of today could be invalid tomorrow.
The best knowledge can give  is the view at the moment and what  has been 
disproven,  the best answer is going to come.

We will be living in another society and  getting back to the roots , to be confident in 
creation   , that everything makes sense, it is connected  . 
We will see different diseases in the future because we will be  not afraid as a culture, 
as a human being.“ *

⸻⸻

Covid -19, An “opportunity”

“ Covid -19 , the kind of fear, especially the way children and elderly are experiencing 
will produce a lot of symptoms which we have not  been seen before . 
And is forcing us to adapt. 
This adaptation process will present as new diseases.
It depends also how  we , as a culture  , are perceiving this, are perceiving life.

With the new understandings they have seen chronic  illnesses that can  dissolve  in 
one session, one cannot explain it.
Where the  primordial  substance is concerned , it  helps explained the immediacy , of 
how conflicts dissolve make a physical change immediately .” *

“ The knowledge of Dr Hamer findings gives one a different view about oneself..
There is a spiritual practice of self - introspection. 



The 5 biological laws and how our experiences affect us, the reaction that we have to 
that experience and what we do and behave in order to solve that. 
There are  other situations that we accept in our lives in order to solve it . It is like 
looking inwards to see how you actually tick and what your ulterior motive is if we use 
this correctly.

La medicina sagrada.  

Ultimately if everyone embraces this philosophy we will be able to perhaps live a life 
of harmlessness where we stop inflicting biological conflicts on people and behave 
differently. It would be a different  level of our spiritual evolution. 

The new medicine will be a stepping stone for a new level of spiritual development.
It is an opportunity. 

Not everyone is ready for it.” *

⸻⸻

“Biology After Hamer “

Nothing  in biology is vicious, this is a human interpolation. 
Hamer took out of biology the notion of bad.  

“If know the real biology,, inside life we do not have any bad material, no bad genes, no  
devil  substances to eat us up but meaningful processes in biology .
( Dr. Hamer ‘s present to us  , to get an objective view of life)*

Majority are believing  concepts  that go  back 2500 year  . 
This was criticised by Plato  as everything  originated out of the soul , so the soul has 
to be treated.
There is a medicine for 

the  unfree / slaves - medication to suppress symptoms to quickly get back to 
work   and 
a medicine of the free to treat  the soul.



One of the best  explanation of health and disease and healing 
“To come back into your harmony and the harmony in your environment.”
The knowledge is there.”  *

⸻⸻

Other main sources- extracts, quotes, paraphrasing

* STEFAN LANKA - ILSEDORA LAKER: BIOLOGY AFTER HAMER 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/r2ugAzuJhBfM/

** https://wissenschafftplus.de/cms/de/magazin.  

https://wissenschafftplus.de/


